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Unfollow Your Passion Terri Trespicio
2021-12-21 Named a Best Feel-Good
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Book of 2021 by The Washington Post A
hilarious and honest not-quite-selfhelp book in the vein of Buy Yourself
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the F*cking Lilies and I Used to Have
a Plan. Every person on the planet
wants their life to mean something.
The problem is that you’ve been told
there’s only one way to find that
meaning. In Unfollow Your Passion,
Terri Trespicio—whose TEDx talk has
more than six million views—questions
everything you think you need:
passion (fun, but fleeting), plans
(flimsy at best), and a bucket list
(eye roll), to name a few. Instead,
she shows you how (and why) to flip
society, culture, and the #patriarchy
the bird so you can live life on your
terms. Trespicio effortlessly guides
you through her method of unhooking
yourself from other people’s agendas,
boning up on the skills to move you
forward, and exploring your own
creativity, memory, and intuition to
unlock your unique path to
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meaning—while also confronting the
challenges that stop you in your
tracks, like boredom, loss, and fear.
Trespicio delivers a personal growth
book unlike any other with insights
that are “wildly funny and infinitely
compelling,” (Farnoosh Torabi, host
of the So Money podcast). Fans of
Glennon Doyle’s Untamed and Luvvie
Ajayi Jones’s Professional
Troublemaker will love this fresh and
fearless take on what it means to
unfollow the rules you were given.
Old Times in Dixie Land Caroline
Elizabeth Merrick 1901
Infinite Jest David Foster Wallace
2009-04-13 A gargantuan, mindaltering comedy about the Pursuit of
Happiness in America Set in an
addicts' halfway house and a tennis
academy, and featuring the most
endearingly screwed-up family to come
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along in recent fiction, Infinite
Jest explores essential questions
about what entertainment is and why
it has come to so dominate our lives;
about how our desire for
entertainment affects our need to
connect with other people; and about
what the pleasures we choose say
about who we are. Equal parts
philosophical quest and screwball
comedy, Infinite Jest bends every
rule of fiction without sacrificing
for a moment its own entertainment
value. It is an exuberant, uniquely
American exploration of the passions
that make us human - and one of those
rare books that renew the idea of
what a novel can do. "The next step
in fiction...Edgy, accurate, and
darkly witty...Think Beckett, think
Pynchon, think Gaddis. Think." --Sven
Birkerts, The Atlantic
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A Diary from Dixie Mary Boykin Miller
Chesnut 1905 This book is the
author's Civil War diary from
February 18, 1861, to June 26, 1865.
She was an eyewitness to many
historic events as she accompanied
her husband to significant sites of
the Civil War.
Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter
Blaize Clement 2007-01-02 While going
to the home of a vacationing client
in Sarasota, Florida, professional
pet-sitter Dixie Hemingway, a former
sheriff's deputy, stumbles upon a
traumatized cat and the corpse of a
mysterious intruder, sending Dixie on
a search for her missing client--and
a killer. A first novel. Reprint.
Meet Isabel Puddles M. Byrne 2020 "To
the tourists and summer residents,
Kentwater County is a picturesque
community of small-town charm,
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fruitful farmland, and gorgeous
freshwater beaches. To middle-aged
widow Isabel Puddles, it's where she
enjoys breakfast every morning at a
local café with her childhood best
friend and spends her evenings
cozying up with a good book and her
devoted Jack Terrier, Jackpot. In
between, Isabel makes ends meet
through a variety of trades preserving pickles, baking pies,
working the counter at her cousin's
hardware shop, and occasionally
helping "fix-up" the hair of corpses
at the local funeral parlor. When
Isabel discovers a two-inch nail
embedded in the skull of Earl
Jonasson, it seems the octogenarian
may not have died of a stroke. His
son is quickly arrested when his
alibi doesn't check out. But Isabel
has known Earl Jr. since they were
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kids and can't believe he'd murder
his own father, regardless of his
financial difficulties. As gossip
about Earl Sr.'s land and insurance
policy money starts to spread around
the county, Isabel finds herself
conducting her own investigation to
clear her friend's name. "-Publisher.
Skellig David Almond 2013-11-14 The
beautiful and haunting novel that
launched David Almond as one of the
best children's writers of today When
a move to a new house coincides with
his baby sister's illness, Michael's
world seems suddenly lonely and
uncertain. Then, one Sunday
afternoon, he stumbles into the old,
ramshackle garage of his new home,
and finds something magical. A
strange creature - part owl, part
angel, a being who needs Michael's
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help if he is to survive. With his
new friend Mina, Michael nourishes
Skellig back to health, while his
baby sister languishes in the
hospital. But Skellig is far more
than he at first appears, and as he
helps Michael breathe life into his
tiny sister, Michael's world changes
for ever . . . Skellig won the
Carnegie Medal and the Whitbread
Children's Book Award and is now a
major Sky1 feature film, starring Tim
Roth and John Simm. David Almond is
also winner of the 2010 Hans
Christian Andersen award. Powerful
and moving - The Guardian This newly
jacketed edition celebrates 15 years
of this multi-award-winning novel.
Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter
Blaize Clement 2007-01-02 Until three
years ago, Dixie Hemingway was a
deputy with the Sarasota County
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Sherriff's Department in southwest
Florida. Then came a tragic accident.
Now Dixie's a pet-sitter on Siesta
Key, a lush, exotic barrier island
where the people tend to be rich,
suntanned, and tolerant of one
another's quirks. As Dixie tried to
get her life back in order, petsitting is the perfect job. She goes
into people's homes while they're
gone and takes care of their pets;
she likes the animals, they like her,
and she doesn't have to deal with
people very much. She especially does
not have to be afraid that she'll run
into a situation that will cause her
to lose her hard-won composure. But
when Dixie finds a man bizarrely
drowned in a cat's water bowl, she is
drawn into a tangled web of danger
and secrets. Unbeknownst to
Lieutenant Guidry, the homicide
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detective handling the murder, Dixie
begins her own investigation into the
whereabouts of the cat's owner, who
has now vanished. Fans of The Cat
Who... book series by Lilian Jackson
Braun will adore this riveting new
pet-oriented sleuth and will eagerly
await Dixie's next case: Will
duplicity dog the dachshund?
The Language Instinct Steven Pinker
2010-12-14 The classic book on the
development of human language by the
world’s leading expert on language
and the mind. In this classic, the
world's expert on language and mind
lucidly explains everything you
always wanted to know about language:
how it works, how children learn it,
how it changes, how the brain
computes it, and how it evolved. With
deft use of examples of humor and
wordplay, Steven Pinker weaves our
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vast knowledge of language into a
compelling story: language is a human
instinct, wired into our brains by
evolution. The Language Instinct
received the William James Book Prize
from the American Psychological
Association and the Public Interest
Award from the Linguistics Society of
America. This edition includes an
update on advances in the science of
language since The Language Instinct
was first published.
The Poisonwood Bible Barbara
Kingsolver 2008-09-04 'Breathtaking.'
Sunday Times 'Exquisite.' The Times
'Beautiful.' Independent 'Powerful.'
New York Times An international
bestseller and a modern classic, this
suspenseful epic of one family's
tragic undoing and their remarkable
reconstruction has been read, adored
and shared by millions around the
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world. This story is told by the wife
and four daughters of Nathan Price, a
fierce, evangelical Baptist who takes
his family and mission to the Belgian
Congo in 1959. They carry with them
everything they believe they will
need from home, but soon find that
all of it - from garden seeds to
Scripture - is calamitously
transformed on African soil. What
readers are saying 'This remains one
of the most fascinating books I have
ever read.' 'I felt every emotion
under the sky with this book.'
'Riveting.' 'This novel left a
lasting - YEARS LASTING impression.' 'This is one of those
booksthat stands the test of time and
is worth rereading.' 'Five epic, nowonder-this-book-is-so-well-loved
stars!'
Because of Winn-Dixie Kate DiCamillo
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2009-09-08 A classic tale by Newbery
Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's
beloved storyteller. One summer’s
day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni
goes down to the local supermarket
for some groceries – and comes home
with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no
ordinary dog. It’s because of WinnDixie that Opal begins to make
friends. And it’s because of WinnDixie that she finally dares to ask
her father about her mother, who left
when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal
admits, just about everything that
happens that summer is because of
Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover
illustration by E. B. Lewis and an
excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's newest
novel, Raymie Nightingale.
Orpheus Descending Tennessee Williams
1987 THE STORY: As The New York Times
describes, The play tells of a woman
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storekeeper and a handsome, guileless
youth who comes in off the highway. A
guitar-player, he is a rural Orpheus
who descends to rescue his love--not
in Hades, precisely,
Curiosity Thrilled the Cat Sofie
Kelly 2011 In this first installment
in a brand-new series, small-town
librarian Kathleen Paulson discovers
that the two strays she has taken in-Owen and Hercules--are truly special
when she, the prime suspect in a
murder, gets some unexpected feline
help in solving the crime and
clearing her name. Original.
Cold Snap Codi Schneider 2021-09-14
Tucked in the cold Colorado mountains
lies the remote village of Gray
Birch, a place where outsiders are
frowned upon. In this village lives a
cat named Bijou. But she’s no
ordinary house cat; her ancestors
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were mousers on Viking longships, and
their blood runs through her veins.
Since her battle skills are hardly
needed in this modern age, however,
she spends her energies running the
Fox Burrow Pet Inn with her human,
Spencer, and her assistant, Skunk, a
mentally negligible Pomeranian.
Together, the happy trio has created
a safe haven for their four-legged
guests. But when Eddy Line, a
handsome baker from California, comes
to the inn—along with his piglet and
pit bull puppy—everything changes.
Spencer falls for Eddy, Bijou is
unhappy with the sudden changes to
her clan, and the townspeople are
anything but welcoming; in fact,
threats are made against Eddy when he
buys the town’s historic firehouse in
order to open a bakery. Then a
shocking murder/dognapping occurs on
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the night of the bakery’s grand
opening, and Bijou finds herself
thrust into a tangled mystery. To
solve it, she will have to summon her
inner Viking—and fight tooth and claw
for her new clan.
The Cat Sitter and the Canary John
Clement 2016-12-20 Dixie Hemingway,
everyone’s favorite pet-sitting
sleuth, is back for yet another
riveting case. Set in the lush and
beautiful island of Siesta Key, with
a cast of characters that Dixie fans
the world over have come to know and
love, The Cat Sitter and the Canary
is the latest book by Blaize and her
son John Clement. A delightful
addition to this critically acclaimed
series, The Cat Sitter and the Canary
is sure to leave both mystery fans
and cat lovers alike purring with
delight. This time, Dixie finds a
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tall, handsome tourist loitering
around the home of one of her longtime clients. He tells her he’s just
arrived from Scotland and that he’s
lost his glasses, which presumably
explains why he can’t find the house
he rented for his seaside vacation.
Dixie points him to the bungalow
across the street (but not before
rebuffing a few of the sexy
Scotsman’s passes) and then continues
about her business. She doesn’t think
about him again until she stumbles
upon a dead body in her client’s
front hall — a man in a three-piece
suit with jet-black hair, delicate
wrists, and a small notecard stuck to
his lapel with a pearl-tipped hat
pin. Right away, Dixie puts on her
sleuthing cap and starts looking for
clues, but when she sees what’s
written on that card, she knows...
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this is going to be an adventure
unlike any she’s ever had before. And
if she’s not careful, it just might
be her last!
The Photographer Mary Dixie Carter
2021-05-25 Mary Dixie Carter's The
Photographer is a slyly observed,
suspenseful story of envy and
obsession, told in the mesmerizing,
irresistible voice of a character who
will make you doubt that seeing is
ever believing. "A breathless
psychological thriller about epic
mind games."—PEOPLE A Publishers
Weekly Best Mystery/Thriller of 2021!
WHEN PERFECT IMAGES As a
photographer, Delta Dawn observes the
seemingly perfect lives of New York
City’s elite: snapping photos of
their children’s birthday parties,
transforming images of stiff hugs and
tearstained faces into visions of
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pure joy, and creating moments these
parents long for. ARE MADE OF
BEAUTIFUL LIES But when Delta is
hired for Natalie Straub’s eleventh
birthday, she finds herself wishing
she wasn’t behind the lens but a part
of the scene—in the Straub family’s
gorgeous home and elegant life. THE
TRUTH WILL BE EXPOSED That’s when
Delta puts her plan in place, by
babysitting for Natalie; befriending
her mother, Amelia; finding chances
to listen to her father, Fritz. Soon
she’s bathing in the master bathtub,
drinking their expensive wine, and
eyeing the beautifully finished
garden apartment in their townhouse.
It seems she can never get close
enough, until she discovers that
photos aren’t all she can manipulate.
Dixie Be Damned Neal Shirley
2015-05-01 In 1891, when coal
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companies in eastern Tennessee
brought in cheap convict labor to
take over their jobs, workers
responded by storming the stockades,
freeing the prisoners, and loading
them onto freight trains. Over the
next year, tactics escalated to
include burning company property and
looting company stores. This was one
of the largest insurrections in US
working-class history. It happened at
the same time as the widely
publicized northern labor war in
Homestead, Pennsylvania. And it was
largely ignored, then and now. Dixie
Be Damned engages seven similarly
"hidden" insurrectionary episodes in
Southern history to demonstrate the
region's long arc of revolt.
Countering images of the South as
pacified and conservative, this
adventurous retelling presents
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history in the rough. Not the image
of the South many expect, this is the
South of maroon rebellion, wildcat
strikes, and Robert F. Williams's
book Negroes with Guns, a South where
the dispossessed refuse to quietly
suffer their fate. This is people's
history at its best: slave revolts,
multiracial banditry, labor battles,
prison uprisings, urban riots, and
more.
To Kill a Mockingbird Harper Lee
2014-07-08 Voted America's Best-Loved
Novel in PBS's The Great American
Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prizewinning masterwork of honor and
injustice in the deep South—and the
heroism of one man in the face of
blind and violent hatred One of the
most cherished stories of all time,
To Kill a Mockingbird has been
translated into more than forty
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languages, sold more than forty
million copies worldwide, served as
the basis for an enormously popular
motion picture, and was voted one of
the best novels of the twentieth
century by librarians across the
country. A gripping, heart-wrenching,
and wholly remarkable tale of comingof-age in a South poisoned by
virulent prejudice, it views a world
of great beauty and savage inequities
through the eyes of a young girl, as
her father—a crusading local
lawyer—risks everything to defend a
black man unjustly accused of a
terrible crime.
The Cat Sitter's Cradle John Clement
2013-07-09 Blaize Clement won fans
all over the world with the charm and
wit of her pet-sitting mysteries.
Now, with the help of her son, author
John Clement, Blaize's beloved
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heroine Dixie Hemingway is back for
yet another thrilling adventure in
this critically-acclaimed series.
Dixie has built a nice, quiet life
for herself in the sleepy town of
Siesta Key, a sandy resort island off
the coast of Florida. In fact, her
pet-sitting business is going so well
she's even taken on part-time help:
Kenny, a handsome young surfer who
lives alone in a rickety old
houseboat. But things get a little
messy when, on an early morning walk
in the park with a client's
schnauzer, Dixie makes a shocking
discovery. Hidden among the leafy
brambles is a homeless girl, alone
and afraid, cradling a newborn baby
in her arms. Dixie takes the young
girl under her wing, even though
she's just been hired by Roy Harwick,
the snarky executive of a multi12/25
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national oil company, to care for his
equally snarky Siamese cat,
Charlotte, along with his wife's
priceless collection of rare,
tropical fish. It's not long before
Dixie stumbles upon a dead body in
the unlikeliest of places, and soon
she's set adrift in a murky and
dangerous world in which no one is
who they appear to be. Smart, fastpaced and entertaining, The Cat
Sitter's Cradle is a perfect
illustration of why Dixie's loyal
fans have come to know and love her
and eagerly await the next
installment of her adventures.
A Time to Kill John Grisham
2010-03-16 #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The master of the legal
thriller probes the savage depths of
racial violence in this searing
courtroom drama featuring the beloved
curiosity-killed-the-cat-sitter-a-dixie-hemingway-mystery-1-blaize-clement

Jake Brigance. “John Grisham may well
be the best American storyteller
writing today.”—The Philadelphia
Inquirer The life of a ten-year-old
black girl is shattered by two
drunken and remorseless white men.
The mostly white town of Clanton in
Ford County, Mississippi, reacts with
shock and horror at the inhuman
crime—until the girl’s father
acquires an assault rifle and takes
justice into his own hands. For ten
days, as burning crosses and the
crack of sniper fire spread through
the streets of Clanton, the nation
sits spellbound as defense attorney
Jake Brigance struggles to save his
client’s life—and then his own. Don’t
miss any of John Grisham’s gripping
Jake Brigance novels: A TIME TO KILL
• SYCAMORE ROW • A TIME FOR MERCY
Even Cat Sitters Get the Blues Blaize
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Clement 2010-04-01 Dixie Hemingway
has a knack for being in the wrong
place at the wrong time. The day she
happens upon the dead body outside a
fancy mansion is no different. She's
had her fill of homicide
investigations, so she leaves the
gate-keeper's corpse to be found by
somebody else. Unfortunately, that
somebody else sees Dixie leaving the
scene of the crime, and the fatal
bullet might have even come from her
own gun! To make matters worse, the
owner of the mansion is Dixie's new
client—a scientist who is either a
genius, insane, or both—whose pet
iguana is under her charge. All that,
plus a feisty calico kitten that
needs some TLC, means that time is
running out for Dixie to catnip this
case in the bud... and collar the
killer.
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Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund Blaize
Clement 2007-10-01 The follow-up to
"Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter."
Out on a morning walk with her dog,
Dixie Hemingway waves to the driver
in a passing car, only to discover
that she has waved to a killer.
Fearful that Dixie can identify him,
the chase is on. Martins Press.
Honey Bear Dixie Willson 1923 A bear
takes a baby into the forest to eat
some honey, and her mother is so
relieved to find the baby safe and
covered in honey that she begins
using the endearment "honey," which
now all parents use to address their
children.
Raining Cat Sitters and Dogs Blaize
Clement 2010-12-28 Despite the
efforts of Dixie Hemingway's onagain, off-again boyfriend to find a
missing girl who may be a witness to
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a murder, Dixie finds that she must
work alone to confront criminals who
will stop at nothing.
Stuff You Should Know Josh Clark
2020-11-24 From the duo behind the
massively successful and awardwinning podcast Stuff You Should Know
comes an unexpected look at things
you thought you knew. Josh Clark and
Chuck Bryant started the podcast
Stuff You Should Know back in 2008
because they were curious—curious
about the world around them, curious
about what they might have missed in
their formal educations, and curious
to dig deeper on stuff they thought
they understood. As it turns out,
they aren't the only curious ones.
They've since amassed a rabid fan
base, making Stuff You Should Know
one of the most popular podcasts in
the world. Armed with their
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inquisitive natures and a passion for
sharing, they uncover the weird,
fascinating, delightful, or
unexpected elements of a wide variety
of topics. The pair have now taken
their near-boundless "whys" and
"hows" from your earbuds to the pages
of a book for the first
time—featuring a completely new array
of subjects that they’ve long
wondered about and wanted to explore.
Each chapter is further embellished
with snappy visual material to allow
for rabbit-hole tangents and
digressions—including charts,
illustrations, sidebars, and
footnotes. Follow along as the two
dig into the underlying stories of
everything from the origin of Murphy
beds, to the history of facial hair,
to the psychology of being lost. Have
you ever wondered about the world
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around you, and wished to see the
magic in everyday things? Come get
curious with Stuff You Should Know.
With Josh and Chuck as your guide,
there’s something interesting about
everything (...except maybe
jackhammers).
Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund Blaize
Clement 2007-01-01 As Dixie and an
adorable dachshund name Mame are out
for a walk, a car speeds by and Dixie
waves to the driver. Later, after the
dog finds a dead body, Dixie realizes
that she has waved to a killer. But
what will happen next?
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1951 A
totalitarian regime has ordered all
books to be destroyed, but one of the
book burners suddenly realizes their
merit.
Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund Blaize
Clement 2007-10-30 Waving to the
curiosity-killed-the-cat-sitter-a-dixie-hemingway-mystery-1-blaize-clement

driver of a car that speeds by during
her morning run with her dachshund
Mame, Dixie Hemingway suddenly
realizes that she accidentally waved
to a killer when she and Mame stumble
upon a corpse and that the killer may
believe that she can identify him or
her. By the author of Curiosity
Killed the Cat Sitter. Reprint.
Cat Sitter on a Hot Tin Roof Blaize
Clement 2009-01-06 Curiosity Killed
the Cat Sitter introduced a winning
sleuth in Florida pet sitter Dixie
Hemingway, and the next books in the
series, Duplicity Dogged the
Dachshund and Even Cat Sitters Get
the Blues, firmly established author
Blaize Clement as a new star amongst
mystery fans. Now Dixie Hemingway, no
relation to you-know-who, is back in
this fourth riveting installment.
When Dixie meets Laura Halston, a
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newcomer to Siesta Key, she
recognizes a kindred spirit and
believes she's found a new friend.
Disarmingly beautiful, Laura
confesses that she's in hiding from
an abusive husband. Later, when Laura
receives threatening phone calls,
Dixie is certain the husband is the
culprit. But the more Dixie learns
about Laura, the less certain she is
about anything...and then matters
turn deadly. As she tries to
understand Laura's past, Dixie is
forced to acknowledge things about
herself that she has never faced
before. Fast-paced and gripping, Cat
Sitter on a Hot Tin Roof is
everything Blaize Clement's many fans
have come to expect.
When Greed Turns Deadly Dixie Murphy
2012-07-10 The two women found dead
in their beds had been executed.
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There was no robbery, no sexual
motivation. The satanic writings and
red candles found at the scene had
been staged to throw investigators
off track. The killer, or killers,
just wanted the women dead! One of
them, Betty Lou Gray, had been the
primary target, while the other, a
close friend, had simply been in the
wrong place at the wrong time. From
the beginning, the prime suspect had
been Betty Lou's husband Bill. A
dominating and controlling husband,
he had kept his wife penniless and
almost in bondage for 28 years until,
finally, she'd had enough and asked
for a divorce. The obvious motivation
was money, a $250,000 life insurance
policy, and with his wife dead there
would be no splitting of assets in a
divorce settlement. If he could
succeed in hiding the insurance money
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and the pawnshop assets from his
children, Bill Gray would become a
rich man. It seemed an open and shut
case, but it was not to be. In this
true story, Dixie Murphy follows a
trail of suspicion and intrigue, and
reveals the virtually unprecedented
means used to finally bring a
murderer to justice.
The Cat Sitter's Nine Lives Blaize
Clement 2014-07-08 Plucky heroine
Dixie Hemingway is back in this ninth
installment of Blaize Clement's
beloved cozy mystery series. While
driving along the beachside road that
runs through the center of her
hometown Dixie witnesses a terrible
head-on collision. Ever the hero, she
springs into action and pulls one of
the drivers from his car just before
it explodes in flames. A little
shaken but none the worse for wear,
curiosity-killed-the-cat-sitter-a-dixie-hemingway-mystery-1-blaize-clement

Dixie proceeds to her local bookstore
where she meets Cosmo, a fluffy,
orange tomcat, and Mr. Hoskins, the
store's kind but strangely befuddled
owner. The next day the driver whose
life she saved claims that he is
Dixie's husband. Meanwhile, both
Cosmo and Mr. Hoskins have
disappeared without a trace, and a
mysterious phone call from a new
client lures her to a crumbling,
abandoned mansion on the outskirts of
town. Soon Dixie finds herself locked
in a riddle of deception, revenge,
murder, and mystery. The Cat Sitter's
Nine Lives features a compelling main
character and a riveting plot that is
bound to satisfy the appetites of
Dixie Hemingway fans and newcomers to
the series.
Woman's Inhumanity to Woman Phyllis
Chesler 2009-05-01 Drawing on the
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most important studies in psychology,
human aggression, anthropology, and
primatology, and on hundreds of
original interviews conducted over a
period of more than 20 years, this
groundbreaking treatise urges women
to look within and to consider other
women realistically, ethically, and
kindly and to forge bold and
compassionate alliances. Without this
necessary next step, women will never
be liberated. Detailing how women's
aggression may not take the same form
as men's, this investigation reveals-through myths, plays, memoir,
theories of revolutionary liberation
movements, evolution, psychoanalysis,
and childhood development--that girls
and women are indeed aggressive,
often indirectly and mainly toward
one another. This fascinating work
concludes by showing that women
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depend upon one another for emotional
intimacy and bonding, and
exclusionary and sexist behavior
enforces female conformity and
discourages independence and
psychological growth.
The Cat Sitter's Pajamas Blaize
Clement 2012-11-27 Hired by a famous
football player to pet-sit his cats,
Dixie meets a celebrity fashion model
who claims to be the athlete's wife,
a situation that culminates in
Dixie's discovery of a ring of highfashion counterfeiters. By the author
of Raining Cat Sitters and Dogs.
Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
The Road to Bittersweet Donna
Everhart 2017-12-26 “Southern fiction
at its finest . . . a mix of heart
and adventure” from the author of The
Education of Dixie Dupree (Historical
Novel Society). Set in the Carolinas
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in the 1940s, The Road to Bittersweet
is a beautifully written, evocative
account of a young woman reckoning
not just with the unforgiving
landscape, but with the rocky
emotional terrain that leads from
innocence to wisdom. For fourteenyear-old Wallis Ann Stamper and her
family, life in the Appalachian
Mountains is simple and satisfying,
though not for the tenderhearted.
While her older sister, Laci—a mute,
musically gifted savant—is constantly
watched over and protected, Wallis
Ann is as practical and sturdy as her
name. When the Tuckasegee River
bursts its banks, forcing them to
flee in the middle of the night,
those qualities save her life. But
though her family is eventually
reunited, the tragedy opens Wallis
Ann’s eyes to a world beyond the
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creek that’s borne their name for
generations. Carrying what’s left of
their possessions, the Stampers begin
another perilous journey from their
ruined home to the hill country of
South Carolina. Wallis Ann’s
blossoming friendship with Clayton, a
high diving performer for a traveling
show, sparks a new opportunity, and
the family joins as a singing group.
But Clayton’s attention to Laci
drives a wedge between the two
sisters. As jealousy and betrayal
threaten to accomplish what hardship
never could—divide the family for
good—Wallis Ann makes a decision that
will transform them all in
unforeseeable ways . . . “You will
fall in love with Wallis Ann
Stamper.” —Sandra Dallas, New York
Times bestselling author
The Case of the Lazy Lover Erle
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Stanley Gardner 2020-04-07 A runaway
witness leads a lawyer into a
whodunit: “The only dull pages in
this book are the blank ones” (The
New York Times). Defense lawyer Perry
Mason is surprised to receive two
checks from a stranger named Lola
Allred. And when he speaks with
Lola’s husband, he discovers the
woman has run off with her daughter’s
boyfriend—who happens to be an
important witness in a lawsuit. Soon
Mason’s caught up in a complicated
case involving not only a missing
witness but forgery and murder as
well . . . This mystery is part of
Edgar Award–winning author Erle
Stanley Gardner’s classic, longrunning Perry Mason series, which has
sold three hundred million copies and
serves as the inspiration for the HBO
show starring Matthew Rhys and
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Tatiana Maslany. DON’T MISS THE NEW
HBO ORIGINAL SERIES PERRY MASON,
BASED ON CHARACTERS FROM ERLE STANLEY
GARDNER’S NOVELS, STARRING EMMY AWARD
WINNER MATTHEW RHYS.
The Cat Sitter's Whiskers Blaize
Clement 2015-03-31 Pet sitter Dixie
Hemingway is on the prowl again in
the newest installment of Blaize
Clement's classic and beloved series
of cozy mysteries, now written by her
son, John Clement, using Blaize's
notes and ideas for future
adventures. Set in the sleepy beachside town of Siesta Key, Florida, THE
CAT SITTER'S WHISKERS catches up with
Dixie as she heads off for work one
morning in the dimly lit hours before
sunrise. Her very first client of the
morning is Barney Feldman, a Maine
coon cat with a reputation for
mischief who's guarding his
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vacationing owner's valuable
collection of decidedly creepy
antique masks. But someone's hiding
in the house when she arrives, and
they sneak up and knock her out cold.
When the cops arrive at the house,
there's just one problem: no one has
broken in and nothing is missing.
Searching for answers, Dixie soon
finds herself hopelessly trapped in a
murky world of black market antiques,
dark-hearted secrets, and murderous
revenge... a mystery only she can
solve.
Arc of Justice Kevin Boyle 2007-04-01
An electrifying story of the
sensational murder trial that divided
a city and ignited the civil rights
struggle In 1925, Detroit was a smoky
swirl of jazz and speakeasies,
assembly lines and fistfights. The
advent of automobiles had brought
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workers from around the globe to
compete for manufacturing jobs, and
tensions often flared with the KKK in
ascendance and violence rising.
Ossian Sweet, a proud Negro doctorgrandson of a slave-had made the long
climb from the ghetto to a home of
his own in a previously all-white
neighborhood. Yet just after his
arrival, a mob gathered outside his
house; suddenly, shots rang out:
Sweet, or one of his defenders, had
accidentally killed one of the whites
threatening their lives and homes.
And so it began-a chain of events
that brought America's greatest
attorney, Clarence Darrow, into the
fray and transformed Sweet into a
controversial symbol of equality.
Historian Kevin Boyle weaves the
police investigation and courtroom
drama of Sweet's murder trial into an
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unforgettable tapestry of narrative
history that documents the volatile
America of the 1920s and movingly recreates the Sweet family's journey
from slavery through the Great
Migration to the middle class. Ossian
Sweet's story, so richly and
poignantly captured here, is an epic
tale of one man trapped by the
battles of his era's changing times.
Arc of Justice is the winner of the
2004 National Book Award for
Nonfiction.
Aveda Rituals Horst Rechelbacher
1999-10-15 Daily activities
demonstrate Aveda philosophies of
life, nutrition, and meditation,
leaving room for participants to add
their own healthy habits to their
daily rituals
The Premonition: A Pandemic Story
Michael Lewis 2021-05-04 New York
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Times Bestseller For those who could
read between the lines, the censored
news out of China was terrifying. But
the president insisted there was
nothing to worry about. Fortunately,
we are still a nation of skeptics.
Fortunately, there are those among us
who study pandemics and are willing
to look unflinchingly at worst-case
scenarios. Michael Lewis’s taut and
brilliant nonfiction thriller pits a
band of medical visionaries against
the wall of ignorance that was the
official response of the Trump
administration to the outbreak of
COVID-19. The characters you will
meet in these pages are as
fascinating as they are unexpected. A
thirteen-year-old girl’s science
project on transmission of an
airborne pathogen develops into a
very grown-up model of disease
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control. A local public-health
officer uses her worm’s-eye view to
see what the CDC misses, and reveals
great truths about American society.
A secret team of dissenting doctors,
nicknamed the Wolverines, has
everything necessary to fight the
pandemic: brilliant backgrounds,
world-class labs, prior experience
with the pandemic scares of bird flu
and swine flu…everything, that is,
except official permission to
implement their work. Michael Lewis
is not shy about calling these people
heroes for their refusal to follow
directives that they know to be based
on misinformation and bad science.
Even the internet, as crucial as it
is to their exchange of ideas, poses
a risk to them. They never know for
sure who else might be listening in.
Cat Sitter Among the Pigeons Blaize
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Clement 2011-01-04 Author Blaize
Clement has earned herself a legion
of fans with the first five books in
her pet-sitting mystery series. Now
Blaize's beloved heroine, Dixie
Hemingway, is back, and when Dixie's
latest assignment turns dangerous,
it's up to her to save the day.
Dixie, no relation to you-know-who,
is helping an injured and
cantankerous man take care of
Cheddar, his orange shorthair cat.
Soon Dixie finds herself totally
smitten with the man's adorable
infant great-granddaughter. But the
baby's naive young mother has enough
knowledge about certain powerful
local big-mney honchos to send them
to prison for life, and they are
willing to do anything, even kill her
baby, to shut her up. Caught in the
turmoil caused by the grandfather's
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prickly pride, the granddaughter's
misguided plans to regain her young
husband's respect by telling the
truth in court, and the ruthless
determination of wealthy villains to
preserve their ill-gotten millions,
Dixie is the only person who can
rescue the baby. And she has to do it
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without letting law-enforcement
people know -- not even Lieutenant
Guidry, with whom she has a new
romantic relationship. Does Dixie
have her claws sunk too deep to make
it out of this one? Find out in book
six of Blaize Clement's splendid
series.
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